
Instagram Audit
H O N E Y G R O W  -  M A R C H  6 T H  T H R O U G H  M A Y  1 2 T H

OVERVIEW
I analyzed honeygrow's 100 most-recent Instagram

posts for content type + engagement. These posts span

from the week before the launch of the spring menu to

now, featuring the opening of new restaurants, holidays

+ of course, delicious food. Based on this analysis, I will

propose a strategy for the launch of the summer menu.

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS 

TOP POST ANALYSIS 

POST TYPE ANALYSIS

@HONEYGROW
2,742 posts 

20.8k followers 

497 following 

350 likes on avg. (1.7%) 



COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

CHIPOTLE'S QUESO COLD-LAUNCH
"Chipotle - a fast casual competitor with a religious social media following -

launched queso in stores prior to announcing it on social media. Once queso was

announced on social media, engagement with posts were less than half of

Chipotle's average post engagement. However, the marketing team created an

Instagram-based competition called "The Queso Cup" to increase excitement

over the new menu item. 

Takeaways:

"Like before, honeygrow should continue to market the summer menu as much

as two weeks prior to its release in order to gain follower excitement and

engagement prior to its release. This can be in the form of teasers, countdowns,

or full images of the menu items. The Queso Cup, due to the complex nature of

the competition, was generally unsuccessful and did not elicit a huge response.

However, creating smaller "competitions" within post comments to create

discussion around the menu item may be successful. Example: "Free Meals to

the first people who can guess one of the five new ingredients we are

introducing".

AU BON PAIN
3,491 followers 

2,048 following 

<100 likes on avg. (2.8%)

PANERA
429k followers 

325 following 

~4,500 likes on avg. (4.7%)

CHIPOTLE
558k followers  

25 following 

~9,000 likes on avg. (1.6%) 

At the moment, honeygrow's

Instagram posts average

344.6 likes per post, ranging

from 91-1,316 likes on the

past 100 images. By simply

examining what post types

perform best, we can look to

curate a feed that easily

inspires interactions with 3.0-

3.5% of the follower base.

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS



TOP-POST ANALYSIS 

APRIL 20TH, 2018 - 429 LIKES
What? Organic content shared with the caption "satisfy your

cravings" 

Where? Philadelphia 

Why was it successful? Although this post only earned one-

hundred more likes than the average post, it was posted on

the day where honeygrow reached peak interest on Google

(according to Google Analytics). The caption lends itself to

the idea that this post was strategic in celebrating a lesser-

known "holiday." 

How can we apply this?  Of course, honeygrow should

remain as family-friendly as possible. However, the interest

that this post drove among the "interested population" may

be useful demographic information. 

MARCH 12TH, 2018 - 1,316 LIKES
What? #NationalNoodleMonth Post + Contest 

Where? honeygrow 

Why was it successful? This post received the most likes

of all time on honeygrow's Instagram. This contest asked

that the entrants followed both honeygrow and minigrow

and tagged friends. Although I am not sure of the exact

Instagram follower growth on this day, the drastic

increase in interactions leads me to believe it was a

highly successful campaign.  

How can we apply this?  More contests + giveaways

would allow for follower growth and increased

interactions among followers. 

APRIL 21ST, 2018 - 880 LIKES
What? Organic content from #hglocal

Where? Fitler Square, Philadelphia

Why was it successful? As outlined in the post type

analysis, cityscapes perform 31.3% better than

honeygrow's average post on Instagram. Many of

these posts come from the hashtag #hglocal, which

inspires people to share what makes them proud of

their communities. This hashtag aligns with company

initiatives by focusing on the strength + value in the

local and community setting.

How can we apply this?  Continue to advertise

#hglocal within the captions of images curated from

locals to raise awareness + increase number of quality,

sharable images.



POST TYPE ANALYSIS
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POST TYPE FREQUENCY

Honeybar - 350.3 likes (+1.7%) 
Salad/Stir Fry - 362.6 likes (+5.2%) 

Juice - 209.25 likes (-39.3%) 
Customer - 341.0 likes (-1.0%) 
Exterior - 308 likes (-10.6%) 
Interior - 227.2 likes (-34.1%) 
Contest - 419.6 likes (+21.8%) 

Cityscape - 452.5 likes (+31.3%)

Interactions by Post Type 

 (+/- average)

Boston 
27%

Philly 
22%

New Jersey 
13%

Chicago 
25%

Maryland 
2%

Virginia 
5%

DC 
5%

POST LOCATION

SUGGESTIONS
Begin tagging lesser-used locations,
perhaps by using #hglocal
Combine categories with low
interactions with high interactions,
perhaps market juice by combining it
with a cityscape image
Create more contests and #hglocal
posts to increase follower base +
increase interactions



PROPOSED SUMMER MENU 

LAUNCH  SCHEDULE 

SUMMER MENU LAUNCH

1 DAY UNTIL LAUNCH

2 DAYS UNTIL LAUNCH

3 DAYS UNTIL LAUNCH

4 DAYS UNTIL LAUNCH

5 DAYS UNTIL LAUNCH

6 days until launch
New Ingredient Teaser

Only a few more days
for spring menu!

3-day contest to win a
summer menu item

Cityscape of Philadelphia or
Boston and a countdown

caption

Contest reminder + 2
more days to enjoy the

spring menu

How the summer salad
was chosen + cityscape
of where it came from


